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I would like to begin by acknowledging the traditional owners of the land the Kulin

Nations and pay my respects to their elders both past and present.

I thank you for your kind invitation to speak at this Community Observance of the

Opening of the Legal Year. As stressed in your invitation, the community’s involvement 

in this opening is important, especially the involvement of people from diverse sections

of our society. Their involvement brings into focus the issue of equality before the law as

well as issues of human rights.

In developing this talk, I read with interest the words of our Chief Justice, the Honourable

Marilyn Warren which I quote “The law is a growing, changing amorphous concept. We

reach out to touch, understand and know it. It is always there. The law grows and changes

to meet the growth and change of society as it evolves.”

The emphasis on the growth and change of the law makes it very important that this

opening takes place in this Parliament to remind us of the importance of its role in



determining the laws that govern our society. Our democratic processes charge our

elected representatives with the responsibility of bringing forward legislation to establish

a legal framework within which our courts operate, reacting and interpreting the growth

and change in our society.

Those words of the Chief Justice highlight the importance of understanding the factors

that influence the growth and change of our society. Today the pace of change is rapid in

our society and the factors that affect the development of value systems is changing. For

instance, the birth of the first IVF baby in the United Kingdom in 1978 and the

subsequent rapid developments in that field, resulted in societal discussions as to how

those technologies should be used and what limitations that should be placed on them.

Subsequently, following public and parliamentary debate, legislation was introduced to

regulate this field. Thus we can say that medical science is just one of the many factors

that can change the nature of our society and thus influence our legal framework.

The nature of work, modes of transportation, modes of communication, the nature of

financial products, modes of gambling and so on, can all require legislation that will

influence the evolution of the law. The list is indeed much longer.

There are however other facets of society where change is occurring but the reasons for

those changes are less clear or tangible. I refer to those abstract concepts termed values

that are an integral part of our society.

Where do our values arise from? Some emerge from the religious background of our

society, which in the formative years of this country arose from the Judeo-Christian

upbringing of the settlers to this country. They brought with them legal frameworks

arising from the United Kingdom which conflicted with the laws of the traditional owners

of this land.

In current Australian society we might define some of these key values as our freedom of

speech and religious tolerance, our harmonious multicultural society, our respect for



human life and for each other, our culture of a fair go, our spirit of equality and our

commitment to those in strife and those less fortunate, responsible citizenship and the

care of people and the earth.

We are fortunate that in this State, we do have a Charter of Human Rights and

Responsibilities which deals with many of those values and clearly and simply defines

them.

The changes in the law thus must preserve these basic rights and grow and change within

this framework. Yet I wonder how many people are aware of this Charter and what it

represents.

Today as the community celebrates the Opening of the Legal Year, it brings into focus

the need for the community to be better educated about our constitution and laws.

Respect for the law is required to enable it to function in a society and the degree of

social cohesion of that society is critical to enable the law to function without disruption,

protest and violence. That respect comes from behaviours that are handed down from

generation to generation by the elders in our society as they nurture the young. Clearly

that pathway is dependent on the time taken by those elders to transmit that respect to

younger generations. Today, time is in short supply for parents and, increasingly, mobile

global societies remove the possibilities of grandparents participating in that process.

Further, the postponement of childbearing to later ages again can further limit the

interaction of elders with the young.

Socio-economic disadvantage and poor language skills may mean that the elders

themselves have little understanding of the law and a Charter of Human Rights. While

schools can be a substitute, younger generations growing up in areas of socio-economic

disadvantage may attend schools where the quality of education sometimes fails as a

surrogate source of information concerning the law, perhaps diminishing the respect with

which it is viewed.



Further, in such neighbourhoods, the access to the law can be limited, acting as a further

barrier to building an understanding and respect of the law.

There is thus a responsibility for the community as a whole and also for the legal

community to ensure that education about our laws and legal system must be a high

priority, especially in areas of socio-economic disadvantage and for those whose English

language skills are poor. Failure to do so may result in diminished respect for the law and

its resultant behavioural manifestations.

These are issues that we need to address to ensure that our largely stable and harmonious

society, for which we must be grateful, is nurtured and maintained.

At this time of renewal and recommitment, it is important that the community and legal

profession recognise the importance of education about the law and access to it for all. I

wish you well for the year ahead as your profession provides guidance to our society in

matters of the law and its wide outreach.

Thank you



Hon Catherine Branson QC
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May I acknowledge the Wurundjeri People, the traditional owners of the land on which

we meet, and pay my respect to their elders past and present.

I would also like to acknowledge the Victorian Governor Professor David de Krester, and

his wife Mrs Jan de Krester; Chief Justice Hon Marilyn Warren; other senior

representatives of each of the three branches of the Victorian government; the many

community leaders present and also the many members of the legal profession present. I

feel greatly honoured to have been invited to participate today in the opening of the legal

year.

It is a little over twelve months since I left the Federal Court to become President of the

Australian Human Rights Commission. It has been an exciting and enlightening time as I

have spoken with a diverse range of people about how protecting human rights

contributes to a healthy and harmonious society.



Respect for human rights underpins every well-functioning democracy including our

own.

This last year has seen extensive public discussion of the place of human rights in

Australia’s system of governance through the National Human Rights Consultation. 

The National Consultation was a fine example of participative democracy. It

demonstrated that Australia’s vibrant community sector understands that enforceable 

human rights protections are critical to our capacity to safeguard important freedoms and

to ensure that the inherent human dignity of every person is respected. Many of you,

whether as individuals or as representatives of organisations, told the National

Consultation that human rights protections in Australia should be improved –and that

this would make a difference to all of us, but most importantly, to the lives of the

vulnerable and disadvantaged members of our community.

Importantly, the vast majority of those who participated in the National Consultation said

that they want human rights protected by law, and in particular by a national Human

Rights Act.

Yet the question of whether Australia should enact a Human Rights Act remains

controversial. At the heart of this controversy is a debate on the role that law, and

particularly the courts, should play in protecting human rights. It is a debate with which

legal practitioners in Victoria are very familiar.

I find it surprising that the question has provoked the expression of such polarised views.

It seems to me that human rights have an indisputable place in Australian law. It is both

legitimate and appropriate for human rights to influence judicial decision-making. We

have well-established principles relating to the use of international agreements as aids to

the interpretation of statutes; and international human rights instruments serve as

legitimate guides in developing the common law.



It is right that law should concern itself with fundamental rights and freedoms. This is

what the community expects.

Community contributions to the National Consultation consistently argued that our

system of governance should be improved to better prevent human rights violations from

occurring. However, when they do occur, a person whose rights are violated should be

able to do something about it. This is in accordance with the international human rights

agreements that Australia has voluntarily agreed to; these agreements state that a person

who suffers a breach of one or more of the enunciated rights must have access to an

enforceable remedy.

And this is where the courts have an important role to play. A good system of human

rights protections includes an independent, transparent and principled assessment of

whether executive power has transgressed an individual’s fundamental rights and 

freedoms.

The National Consultation demonstrated the extent of community concern about the

reach of executive power in Australia today. The Consultation Committee heard repeated

expressions of concern about the setting aside of the Race Discrimination Act in order to

implement the Northern Territory Emergency Response; the impact on the individuals

concerned of the lengthy and potentially indefinite detention of asylum seekers; and the

increase in law enforcement agencies’ powers as a result of the new national security 

laws.

We are primarily concerned here with civil and political rights, occasionally described as

negative rights, which largely set out restrictions on how a government can interfere with

individual liberty. The legal protection of these rights is very familiar–many such rights

form part of our common law. They reflect the great conservative ideas of freedom under



law, restraint on the power of the state and the deep link between individual liberty and

private property.1

Internationally, the experience of the last decade is that the relationship between

individual liberty and national security is one of the most contested human rights issues.

We do need measured and appropriate national security laws. However, we will not

achieve national security through repressing liberty. Liberty and security are not

opposites to be traded off one against the other. Instead, we must all work together to

create a community where diversity is accepted and liberty valued.

Perhaps the key controversy regarding the legal protection of human rights concerns is

the protection of economic, social and cultural rights. The National Consultation heard

much about these rights –about the right to freedom from violence, to the highest

attainable standard of health care, to sufficient food, clothing and water.

There is an ongoing controversy about whether rights of this kind are justiciable –some

of our most experienced and respected legal practitioners disagree on this issue. The

central elements of the controversy are whether these rights are too broadly expressed to

be meaningful and whether allowing them to be considered by courts would give the

courts an inappropriate role in determining resource allocation.

My own view is that the question of whether economic, social and cultural rights are

justiciable cannot be answered in the abstract; it is necessary to identify the right in

question and what it is proposed that the courts be authorised to do. It is worth

remembering, however, that decisions of our courts already impinge in a variety of ways

on the allocation of public resources and that common law judges adjudicate daily on

rights that are broadly expressed. What is important is that it is economic, social and

cultural rights that matter most to the majority of people in Australia. The realisation of

these rights is fundamental to the protection of human dignity universally.

1Jesse Norman and Peter Oborne, Churchill’s Legacy: The Conservative Case for the Human Rights Act
(2009).



My key message to you today is that human rights matter, and that the legal protection of

human rights is an important aspect of any well-functioning democracy.

The legal protection of human rights is, however, just one aspect of an effective system

of human rights protection. An enhanced system of human rights protection in Australia

would require the Parliament, the executive government and the judiciary all to consider

human rights in a more deliberate way when making decisions. Such a system would, I

hope, be accompanied by an active and engaged public and community sector more fully

informed about human rights, working to influence our decision makers.

Each of us here today, no matter what we do or where we do it, has an important role to

play in furthering the protection of human rights in Australia. I urge each of you in your

daily lives to do what you can to promote respect for human dignity. I look forward to the

ongoing national discussion, in which many of you will play an influential part, about the

role of human rights in Australia’s system of governance. 

Thank you.



David Toovey

Former CEO, Oaktree Foundation

1 February 2010

Good morning ladies and gentlemen, distinguished guests. My name is David Toovey

and it is an honour to speak to you today. To begin, I would like to acknowledge the

traditional owners of this land, the Wurundjeri people of the Kulin nation.

I was thirteen years old when I first witnessed poverty and injustice first-hand and up

close. At that age, simply taking the train to Flinders Street Station felt daring and

adventurous. Instead, I found myself at Melbourne airport, passport and tickets clenched

in my hand, waiting to board a plane to Papua New Guinea.

A few short hours away, my understanding of the world, and all its great problems and

awesome possibilities, would change forever.

As I stepped off the plane in Port Moresby, I was hit by a wall of humidity, heat like I

had never known that was both dense and oppressive. But I was struck by something

else, something far more jarring to a 13 year old mind. I was confronted by the stark and

inescapable reality of grinding poverty. I was stunned by the realization that opportunity

and justice are not available to everyone as they were in such abundance to me and my

friends.



For two weeks, I lived alongside another thirteen year old boy called Petrus in a tiny

village called Awala, four hours by truck from the nearest town. One day, I got sick

drinking from the village water supply. I told Petrus I thought I was going to die. He just

laughed at me, which didn’t help.He told me an ambulance would and come get me, and

soon his father arrived with a wheelbarrow.

I looked at Petrus, then at the wheelbarrow, then at his Dad.

They both saw what I was thinking and nodded. The medical clinic was 5 kilometres

away, and this was my ambulance. They helped me climb aboard, and off we went.

I survived the wheelbarrow ride and, with the help of some incredibly painful injections,

the fever passed. The experience was memorable, and not just because of the

wheelbarrow. It was because of the extraordinary kindness and compassion of Petrus, his

father, the clinic staff and the village community itself who all played a part in nursing

me back to health.

After witnessing how Petrus and his family suffer every day from poverty and

deprivation, I knew I needed to do something about it. On returning home, I learnt that

1.4 billion people live on less than $US1.25 a day –that is about the same as the

population of Europe, North America and Japan combined! I learnt that 10 million

children die every year due to poverty. And these days, climate change is making matters

much worse with 300,000 people dying from causes related to global warming last year

alone.

Five years after saying goodbye to Petrus and his family, I became CEO of youth run aid

and development organisation the Oaktree Foundation, whose mission involves providing

education to young people who live in the poorest parts of the world. My role was to lead

over 400 volunteers, in Australia and abroad, along with a supporter base of over 15,000

people to try and break the cycle of poverty.



I was asked to present here today following on from my involvement in the Supreme

Court Justice Leadership program, where I spoke to the Honourable Justice Marilyn

Warren and her team on the topic of legacy. Just as it was then, it is a privilege to share

with you some of my perspective on giving and some of the things I have learnt through

my experiences.

The earth we live on today is facing some unique and daunting challenges. The global

financial crisis has simultaneously demonstrated how interconnected and interdependent

nations are and has also undermined trust in our institutions and each other. Climate

change is progressing much worse than we thought just a few years ago. Poverty

continues to tear at the heart of far too many communities, families and lives in every

corner of the globe.

To have any chance at changing this world for the better, we need to work together with

urgency and unprecedented cooperation. We must find a way to strengthen our societies

and the communities within them. I believe every one of us has a role to play in

strengthening our communities.

Being part of a community involves more than just showing up.

It is about individuals making meaningful connections with one another, to form high

quality relationships based on trust and mutual respect. This is a community that can

tackle the toughest challenges there are.

And making this possible starts with every single one of us.

I have witnessed some of the most abject poverty you could imagine. But wherever I

have been fortunate enough to visit –from PNG to South Africa to East Timor –I have

been struck by the strength of the human connections despite the most harrowing

conditions. Many have little to eat, no money for basic needs like clothes or a place to

live with dignity but they have each other. Every single day, these communities refuse to



give up, whatever the odds. They are tackling HIV-AIDS epidemics, malaria outbreaks,

a lack of clean water, drought and famine.

And yet because of their strong relationships, progress is slowly but surely occurring. It’s 

the peer education programs in South Africa teaching young people about HIV and

AIDS, it’s the rebuilding of hundreds of schools across East Timor, and it’s the teacher 

training programs in PNG opening schools that have been closed for over 15 years.

Dollar and development assistance from countries like Australia is important, but the

most important currency of all is their own unshakeable sense of cooperation and

determination to build a better life for their families and community.

The traditional Zulu greeting is Sawubona. It means, "I see you".

Allowing yourself to be truly and wholly seen is the greatest lesson I have learned on my

travels, and I wanted to pass it on to you today. I encourage you to be real (present) with

everyone around you. Be vulnerable. Open a window inside yourself for others to see

who you really are.

That is the first step to becoming a giving person.

We live in a very individualistic society. Every man for himself! Dog eat dog! You

snooze, you lose! But our society should be judged not by how generously it rewards

those lucky enough to get an education, a job and generate wealth but by how well it

treats its least fortunate members.

When was it that we lost sight of the empathy deficit for the financial deficit? Because

it’s the empathy deficit that’s in short supply. 

It’s what allows us to grieve for the loss of a single child, yet ignore the loss of 10 million 

every year to poverty. It’s the deficit that allows us to stand by while thousands lose their 

homes to climate change.



If we truly saw each other, could we really let this continue to happen?

We have challenges ahead of us that many consider to be the greatest that humankind has

ever faced. I’m 20, hopefully with many years of life ahead of me but sometimes I get

daunted and cynical. Cynical about what the world’s leaders are doing to solve climate 

change, cynical about how societies treat the least fortunate among them and cynical

about how my peers choose to spend their time. Because if we remain disconnected,

disoriented and disheartened individuals we have no chance.

But when I hear and see the incredible work done by millions around the world, who give

of themselves to make our home a better place, I can’t help but hope. 

I am not inheriting today, I’m inheriting the future, and my generation has to hope that

it’s possible to create a real future, not just for the elite, but for every single human being. 

Through the Oaktree Foundation, I was let in to the lives of some incredible individuals.

Business leaders and experts in various fields from around the world became my mentors

and taught me so much and helped me in ways that I can’t even begin to describe. 

So here’s my message: be brave. Allow yourself to be seen.  Reach out to someone you 

respect and admire. Find a mentor, or become one.

Find ways to share your knowledge and experiences. Open yourself to learning. This is

the first act of giving. It is genuine, deep human connections that make us stronger –

starting with you and me and everyone we know.

Communities built on powerful and rich relationships can tackle the most immense

problems we face.

So open up and open out. Find a friend, an old one or a new one.



Find them and say, “Sawubona”.


